R ick Farmer's article focuses on ways in which academic political scientists can influence policymakers. At the Toronto meeting of the Working Group on Practicing Politics, government political scientists also recognized that academics often are frustrated by the process of getting information from the government and cooperation from officials.
To address this issue, Bojan Savić, lecturer at the University of Kent, Brussels School of International Studies, surveyed 30 of his academic colleagues (16 male, 14 female) to identify their greatest frustrations in working with governments. These researchers primarily worked with European Union governments, NATO, the European Commission, and the European Parliament. Table 1 contains the distilled complaints drawn from the interviews.
The most common complaint cited was overemphasis of the putative theory/practice divide by government and intergovernmental organization (IGO) representatives, which vary from denial to academics that they can fully grasp policy-related aspects of a problem to the criticism that they often fail to understand the "political sensitivity of the moment" and remarks that "Yes, theory may say that, but in practice. . ." Other complaints noted that government/IGO representatives often tend to promote the selfimage of actors central to the issue on whom the solution or escalation of the problem depends or who possess the capacity to generate opportunities, benefits, and costs. Especially regarding interviews, government and IGO representatives tend to be concerned that their statements, even if left anonymous, will be misrepresented or misused for the purpose of an academic argument that may allegedly distort their "evaluative meaning" or "truth value." All respondents, however, acknowledged that this concern was never stated explicitly by government/IGO representatives, but was rather a concern perceived by the academics themselves. As well, it can often be unclear to academics who are involved in government or IGO-funded research what government/IGO representatives want them to base their policy analysis on-often, these representatives do not expect "neutral" research, but would rather see national or organizational values explicitly embedded in the work. Furthermore, respondents stated that they often receive mixed input from different ranks of government/IGO representatives with respect to the scholarly independence of the work being done for a specific government or IGO.
In consultation with Savić, these complaints were translated into six questions, which I posed to three other members of the working group who have spent a significant part of their careers working in the government. All are Ph.D. political scientists with current university affiliations: Carol Atkinson, former U.S. military intelligence analyst, now at Vanderbilt University; Jorge Heine, Chile's former ambassador to South Africa and India, now at the Balsillie School of International Affairs; and John Wood, City Councilman, Guthrie, Oklahoma, also at Rose College. In early December, I e-mailed the questions to them in advance and asked them to spend 20 minutes on the phone with me answering the questions. Although the three interviewees had widely diverse academic and government experience, their suggestions converged remarkably. First, Heine and Wood observed that while many government officials have difficulty seeing the relevance of theory to their daily routine, in fact, theory can provide guidance on which questions are important to ask in any given crisis. Atkinson notes, however, the extreme importance of theory being clearly grounded in empirical evidence-current or historical. Second, government officials are more than happy to give interviews and share information when a researcher can explain the goal of his or her research and its likely impact on the world. It is also very important that the official feels comfortable with the researcher-his or her agenda, credentials, level of knowledge and preparation, and personal references. Finally, all three interviewees discuss their views on the role of independent research as compared to partisan analysis and the necessity of predictions in research to make such work of interest to policymakers. What follows are highlights from these interviews. 
Researchers' Frustrations Working with Government Officials

COMPLAINT/PROBLEM FREQUENCY
Overemphasis of the putative theory/practice divide by government/IGO representatives 19
Coming inadequately prepared to interviews/providing inadequate information 12
Self-image of the "issue-owner" 11
Lack of will to learn academic arguments in a given debate 10
Exaggerated political correctness/professional discretion~confidentiality! 10
Assumptions that academics have a potentially dishonest a priori agenda 9
Unclear expectations from academics 7
Confusion between "gossiping" and providing valuable information and insight 6
Overly high expectations from academics 6
Lack of political correctness 4
Total complaints/problems 94 Note. IGO: Intergovernmental organization. I n f o r m a t i o n   ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. the last stage of research, after having gone through much of the available documentary evidence, since it is much more inefficient to obtain information verbally than from written material.
T h e P r o f e s s i o n : H o w t o P e r s u a d e G o v e r n m e n t O ffi c i a l s t o G r a n t I n t e r v i e w s a n d S h a r e
What do you view as the role of research in policymaking? When do you require independent research and when do you require partisan or activist research?
Heine: Let's start with the last part. One requires partisan or activist research when one [has] embarked on some significant cause one wants to support and move forward. This can be a political campaign, a broader cause in which one needs strong, welldeveloped arguments that can be compressed in bullet points or 30-second sound bites on the radio or TV, with passion and conviction. On the other hand, when one is engaged in government policy, one is better helped by nonpartisan research that lays out all the elements on the table and thus helps you make a better judgment as to which direction to take. If you are engaged in an advocacy project, you can very well rely on partisan research-the sort of thing that think tanks aligned with different causes will provide you with. If you are a government official engaged in major policy evaluation or policy project, then you are much better off with nonpartisan research. 
How important is it to you that research contain policy recommendations or predictions?
Heine: John F. Kennedy famously said, "Give me a one-armed economist," because he was tired of his advisors telling him, "On the one hand, but on the other . . ." At some point, you need to come down on one side. . . . If you are engaged in a significant analysis of government policy and want to make any changes, you need to evaluate all the elements. While at the end of the day, you want the researcher to come up with specific recommendations, the process, the data, and the evidence [that] he or she has relied on to come up with a conclusion is as important for the policymaker as the specific policy recommendation itself. So I will take a middle-of-the road course here. It is important for policyoriented research to come up with recommendations, but as significant as the recommendation itself is the causal chain that led to it. The latter should follow smoothly from that causal chain, making evident that those recommendations have an objective basis and are not simply a subjective preference. The same goes for predictions of likely policy outcomes to emerge from particular programs. To be involved in politics at the highest levels is to live with extreme uncertainty. Reliable, well-grounded predictions that allow ministers or other high-ranking policymakers to reduce that level of uncertainty in terms of the outcome of certain policies are thus at a premium.
Wood: As a city councilman, [policy recommendations and predictions are] actually a good thing. As city councilmen, we look at budgets; we make a lot of decisions every other week on how much we spend. Seldom do we have any information which is predictive. Many decisions are made on the fly-we don't have the time to understand what the implications are. The cyclical nature of politics makes it so hard to think beyond four to five years. I might not be around in four to five years. I have four years to do what I have to do, but a lot of things have a time scale of 10 to 20 years. . . . People are not looking for the predictive element, they are looking for the cost-effective, the technically proficient, that's not going to get their constituents upset with them. . . . For example, for big purchases, a $15 million water plant, if we had a policy paper on implications of how we could pay for that, we might end up doing a fee or city tax. What's the best method for paying for the water plant?
CONCLUSION
To conclude, from the point of view of political scientists who have worked in government, academic research-both theory and data-can make major contributions to policymaking and governance. To persuade government officials to cooperate with research, however, researchers need to convey clearly how their work is relevant to the problems of today and tomorrow, and to invest in professional relationships with relevant government officials. As Heine argues,
